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Vocabulary

el águila - eagle
volar - to fly
nido - nest

alimentar - to feed
alas- wings

caerse - to fell
aletear - to flap
fuerza- strengh
garra - claw

pluma - feather
estar listo - to be ready
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(Characters
)



Years ago, there was an eagle 
that had three baby eagles: 
Veronica, Teo, and Marcos.





The three eagles loved to play 
together in the nest. They 

played video games, played 
instruments, and danced with 

their mom. 





Their mother fed them every day 
so they could have energy and 

strength.





While continuing to play video 
games, play instruments, dance, and 
eat all of their food, the eagles were 
becoming bigger and stronger. They 

grew, their claws sharpened, and their 
feathers were already brown. When 
they were only twelve weeks old, 

they were as big as their mom!
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One day, the time came to learn 
how to fly. Veronica and Marco 

were ready to learn, but Teo wasn’t 
ready. Teo was afraid to fly because 

he didn’t want to fail. He thought 
that his wings weren’t strong 
enough to allow him to fly. 





His mom told him, “Teo, you are ready 
to fly. I fed you every day. You and 

your siblings play instruments to gain 
wing strength and play video games 
and dance to gain coordination. You 

are ready!”
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When it came time, the mom flew up 
into the sky with Veronica and Marco. 
When they felt like they were falling, 

they flapped their wings and flew. 
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Teo was scared, but he believed in himself. 
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His mom let him go, and he 
dropped for a long time before he 

flapped his wings and flew. 
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Since that day, Teo has 
never doubted himself. 
Now he loves to fly! 





The End




